
Hey YusufG, 

We hope you feel great to follow the agenda. Because these days are the
ones that everybody has started to talk about our new normal may look like.
What was "the normal" by the way? 

?
 ?

🧨?
?
 ? 
 ? 

We cannot figure it out but keep reading we have a dialogue for you. 

Featured Dialogue: Sustaining into a Better Future

What is this dialogue about? 
This dialogue explores the main tools to inherit better future for upcoming
generations. We will explain how policies should evolve and what we can do
for a track on sustainable way of living.  

We will focus on �  economic models:

1. Sustainable Development 
2. Degrowth

To be honest, the whole issue of
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sustainability is really about
intergenerational and
intragenerational justice.  
- Inter? Intra? Huh?   

No worries we will explain everything
including Carl Sagan's "pale blue
dot" and cowboy economy.  🔵

You can start the dialogue from here: Do you agree with this statement?   

"This generation makes sure that it leaves the next generation a stock of
capital no less than this generation has now."☘  

If you say yes, we are waiting for you.  
⚪If you say no, you should begin considering the situation again.

Explore if you miss

How can we change
behaviors? 
Is it possible to save more money,
eat well, gain healthy habits, and
make better choices in general? In
this dialogue, we will determine how
we make our decisions and talk
about different techniques we can
use, like nudge and choice
architecture, to change our behavior.
#yey 
 

Sustainable
Development Goals
Are you aware of the multitude of
social, economic, political, and
environmental problems? In this
dialogue, we will be learning about
the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals and briefly examining them.
These are a universal call to action
to end poverty, protect the planet,
and ensure that all people enjoy
peace and prosperity by 2030.
#seriousasblackcoffee

Next on Mindhood - Ethical Consumerism

How do our behaviours as consumers affect the world? Do corporations
manipulate us to sell their products? Can we achieve real transparency to
make better-informed, ethical market decisions? We will discuss all in this
dialogue! 

Sustaining into a Better Future
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See you next week, 
The Mindhood Family  
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